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2017 Wine Tour and Navigation
Fun Rally Weekend
September 30th – October 1st, 2017
Meeting location/time: Whitby – exact address to be
announced approximately 7:30 AM- TBC
End of the first two stages of the Rally: around noon
Lunch on Saturday: various individual lunch options will be
available on location
Wine Tour programs: $30/person. Visiting Huff Estates,
Hillier Creek Estates and Casa Dea Estates Winery
Dinner: The Waring House Restaurant, Picton. Full dinner
with dessert approximately $55.00 + HST, tip and alcohol
per person
Sunday: the last stage of the Navigation / Fun Rally which
will be followed by lunch and a further touring of a unique
local company.

Registration: www.trilliumbmwclub.ca
Contact/questions:
Zoltan Ruppert - zruppert@yahoo.ca
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Presiden’t Message
Fall 2017

Behind the scenes!
As I write this in mid-August, we just had our first “real” day of summer! Although
it has been a cold, wet summer to date, the Club’s activities have been hot and
busy!

Board of Directors and Executive:
Isi Papadopoulos, President
Ray Pleasance, Vice President
Steve Gailits, Treasurer
Eileen Arnaud, Secretary
Janice Stone, Membership & Social
Rob Carr, Webmaster
Kaizer Poonawalla, Finance
Driving Events Committee:
Isi Papadopoulos
Steve Gailits, Co-Chief Instructor
Derek Hanson, Co-Chief Instructor
Ray Pleasance
Larry Grzebinski
Kaizer Poonawalla
John Dimoff, Chief Instructor
- Instructor Development Program

Our many dedicated volunteers have so far generated a race school, instructor
training in class and on-track, 2 advanced driving schools, 3 auto-slalom events,
a social event at Pfaff BMW, a BMWCCA Club Race and 2 magazines.

Contact Magazine Editors:
Larry Grzebinski, Gayle Gailits

Plans for the upcoming months include a fun rally, a wine tour, 2 more advanced
driving schools (one of which has already sold out), 3 more auto-slalom events,
another Street Survival School, ongoing training for new instructors, a social
event at Policaro BMW, 2 more magazines and of course, the always fun
Christmas party! And let’s not forget the Big Brothers Big Sisters special day at
CTMP Mosport on Sept 9th.

Auto Slalom:
Randy Sparre
Tudor Comsa

Much goes on behind the scenes, and many volunteers donate their time to
make all this happen for you, the members. I wish to take this opportunity to
acknowledge the efforts and the time donated by each and every one of these
generous people to make this Club work; and it works well indeed!

Volunteer Coordinator: Janice Stone

Street Survival Schools:
Isi Papadopoulos
Ray Pleasance
Eileen Arnaud
Membership Secretary:
Janice Stone
Wine Tour: Dave Rowlison, Frank and
Robin Schilz

As we begin to look forward to 2018 and beyond, we seek ways to share the
workload with more of you, our members. Nobody is paid to do stuff in the Club.
All the folks who donate their time are 100% volunteers and hard-core BMW
fanatics! Sharing the workload simply reduces the effort for each person.

Fun Rally: Zoltan Ruppert

You are encouraged to volunteer, whether it’s 1 hour, 10 hours or even 100 hours
over the course of a year. Every little bit helps. Running this club is a team effort;
and the team is all of us, including you!

Big Brothers Big Sisters Charity
Coordinator: Larry Grzebinski

To get involved, please contact Janice Stone, janicedorazio@yahoo.ca

Any questions or concerns can be sent
via email to info@trilliumbmwclub.ca

I hope to see each of you at one or more of the many activities coming up in the
fall!
Yours,
Isi Papadopoulos
Prez

Have an article you’d like to submit or an idea for content in our magazine?
We’d love to read it! Please submit all ideas/articles to: editor@trilliumbmwclub.ca
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Social Events: Janice Stone
Auditor: Bob Gore CA

BMW Clubs of Canada, Trillium Chapter is a not for
profit club. All ideas and opinions are those of the
writers and no authentication or approval is implied
by the editor or publisher. We assume no liability
for information contained in the magazine and that
Contact retains the exclusive rights of reproduction
in printed or electronic media for any text or photographs submitted. We reserve the right to refuse
publication, edit or modify any material and hold
such material for an indeterminate period.

Interested in advertising?
Please contact us via email,
advertising@trilliumbmwclub.ca

Advanced
Driving School
With Knowledge Comes Power

Spend a weekend with us and you will gain both.
Are you interested in improving your car control skills? Have you always wanted to drive on a world renowned
track? Searching for one-on-one instruction? Looking to be a part of a professional, accredited organization?
Join us in 2017 at CTMP (Mosport) Grand Prix Track
Beginners • Intermediate • Advanced Students Welcome

April 28-30
September 8-10

June 9-11
October 20-22

For more information visit

soBMW.ca • trilliumbmwclub.ca
www.trilliumbmwclub.ca — FALL 2017
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M&M’s of M3s
&
By Laurence Yap

I have to admit that I wasn’t originally on-board when BMW decided to to
make the M3 coupe the M4 coupe.
The M3 is, well, the M3 – one of the
most iconic names in high performance
and the emotional centre of the BMW
M brand for more than thirty years.
The original M3 had two doors, and
while four-door versions were offered in
E36 and E90 forms, it was always the
two-door that retained that crucial link to
the original cars, which were dominant in
the German touring car circuit in the late
1980s, and which were really responsible for cementing BMW’s performance
image.
The original box-fendered E30 established the formula: a powerful,
characterful engine, aggressive but
subtle aerodynamic add-ons, strengthened suspension, and a purposeful
interior with big-bolstered seats, thickrimmed steering wheel, and additional
equipment. Crucially, as I found when
road-testing a 1989 example, the additional performance, handling, and
aggression didn’t come at the cost of
usability: even in its first generation, the
M3 rode surprisingly well, and its cabin
remained open, airy and surprisingly
roomy. It was a car that could chase
the high-performing sports cars of the
time, while remaining comfortable and
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practical enough to use every day.
Subsequent M3s strengthened BMW’s
stranglehold on the performance-practicality niche. The E36 that followed in the
mid-nineties introduced the convertible
and sedan body styles and replaced

the original four-cylinder with an inlinesix (producing more horsepower but no
more torque in European versions). The
same balance of capabilities - and that
trademark raspy M sound - remained,
though the car’s performance envelope

had enlarged significantly. Introduced at
the turn of the century, the E46 dropped
the sedan, brought back flared fenders
in a big way, raised the rev stratosphere
to 8,000, and enlarged that envelope
even more, thanks to available 19-inch
wheels and sophisticated traction and
stability control systems. The E46’s
high-revving engine and taut suspension made it more extreme than previous
generations, with a real edge to the way
it responded to the controls. And while
the E90 generation traded two generations of motorsport-derived inline-sixes
for a V8, it was even more extreme - no
less high-revving, but with added torque,
massively increased flexibility, and a
brilliant chassis.
The F80 marked a return to straight-six
engines, albeit this time with turbocharging, but it also brought with it a name
change, with the two-door acquiring a
new M4 moniker. On the one hand, this
makes sense - ever since the E46 generation, the coupes have been longer,
lower, and increasingly differentiated
from their four-door counterparts, with
the latest versions being more distinctive than ever - lower and longer than the
3 Series sedan and M3 Sedan. But the
historian in me bridled at BMW walking

away from a legendary name for the
two-door, no matter how different.
Thing is, though, after spending time in
both a new M3 and the new M4, it’s easy
to understand why BMW felt a name
change was warranted. It may share
the four-door’s insanely torquey twinturbocharged straight-six and its choice
of transmissions – six-speed manual, or
in the case of the car I drove, the optional
M DCT dual-clutcher with paddle shifters
and adjustable shift speeds. It may also
share the same wheel and tire package.
But, on the road, the M3 and M4 actually
feel quite different.
Part of it is psychological. The batmobile-like styling stretches low and wide,
and the window sills of the 4 are higher,
the roof lower, the feeling more enclosed
– not claustrophobic, exactly, but you
have less of a sense of where the car’s
corners are than in the more upright
M3, which has taller glass and narrower
pillars. Sitting behind the bulging hood,
settled in deeply-bucketed seats that
sit lower to the ground, the M4 feels as
luxurious and spacious as the previous
M6, an impression reinforced by my
car’s interior, which had the optional
leather-wrapped dashboard and door
caps to go along with the carbon-fibre

trim, big infotainment screen, intuitive
iDrive, and over-the-top backlit M logos
in the seats. Sitting in traffic, the feeling
is cocooning and surprisingly exotic; the
flip side is that you’re more aware of the
car’s width, which makes threading the
M4 through gaps more intimidating than
it is in the similarly-wide M3.
Despite sharing much of its technical
content, the M4 feels distinctly different
to drive than the M3. Its three-spoke
wheel has the same three selectable assistance curves, but it turns in even more
aggressively, and the front tires seem to
bit even harder than they do in the fourdoor. The car’s front-end grip seems
limitless; you go around the same corner
time after time, thinking that at some point
it’ll start to wash away, but you simply
can’t go fast enough on the street to find
out where. Despite the longer wheelbase
– which should suggest a calmer, more
gentle experience – the rear axle is also a
lot livelier; roll into the throttle in second,
and you’ll feel a distinct twitch, followed
by traction-control intervention, that you
wouldn’t in the sedan. The M4’s ride
quality is also distinctly more brittle than
the M3’s; neither of the cars I drove had
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$1,650 price for that small piece would
almost pay for the rest of the carbon bits.
The real conversation piece, though,
was the $5,620 M Performance exhaust,
capped by a quartet of $320 titanium
exhaust tips (titanium-carbon tips
are also available; they’re a bit much,
visually). This lightweight piece is made
by Akrapovic, a Slovenian company as
well-known for their work on motorcycles
as on cars – including a number of factory
Kawasaki, Honda, Suzuki and Aprilia
racing bikes and the factory silencers
for the Porsche GT2 RS. And when you
fire up the M4 in an underground parking
lot, the racket sounds like you’ve lit up
the entire MotoGP starting grid. It’s loud
enough to set off car alarms when you
blip the throttle, and aggressive enough
to scare pedestrians of the two- and
four-legged variety; it’s kind of awesome.
When you’re in the mood for it, the
noise the M Performance exhaust
makes is incredible, and it addresses the
only real issue I have with the drivetrain
of the M3/M4, which is that the noise

M&M’s are a trademark of Mars® www.mms.com

the optional electronic damper control,
and while I didn’t feel like the four-door
needed it, I’d recommend it on the
two-door to calm things down on lessthan-smooth pavement.
The particular car I drove was also
fitted with pretty much every optional
dealer-installed M Performance part
available from the catalogue, save for
ceramic-composite brakes. I really liked
the blacked-out kidney grilles ($205
each), side vents ($205 each) and side
skirts ($250 each) for the contrast they
provided; I wouldn’t bother with them on
a dark-coloured car, which needs a bit
of smoked-chrome jewelry to set off its
aggressive curves. Because this car also
had the full carbon-fibre roof – reducing
the amount of weight up high in the
car, where it matters most – the carbon
mirror caps ($575 each) and front air
dam inserts ($920) and lower lip ($570)
did a great job tying the whole car’s look
together. But much as I liked the sliver
of carbon surrounding the quad exhaust
pipes, I would probably skip it, as the

(a combination of turbo-muffled rumble
and some synthetic sounds piped in
through the sound system) doesn’t
deliver audible excitement to match the
excitement delivered by the engine’s
prodigious power and torque.
At low revs, the exhaust is pretty
civilized, but as you crest 3,000 rpm –
and you will, thanks to the engine’s willingness to rev and its thundering power
delivery – it gets very, very loud. And
that’s before you put the engine in sport
mode and open a couple of flaps in the
silencers that magnify things still further.
It’s a thrilling noise, adding a ton of excitement on the open road, and is enough
to wipe out the piped-in sound from
the audio system. Downshifts sound,
amusingly, like cannon fire coming from
the back of the car, but it’s so loud that
it draws almost too much attention when
you’re just trying to slink through traffic
and keep a low profile. Which, maybe,
you don’t want to anyway, if you’ve
chosen Austin Yellow paint.
The good news is, whether you
choose the four-door M3 or the two-door
M4, they both have such a breadth and
depth of capabilities that they can be
whatever you want, however loudly you
want it. Pick your number of doors, pick
your driving behaviour, pick your exhaust
volume, and, just like in all previous
generations, you have one of the most
capable and versatile performance cars
on the market.

BMW Specialist with 10+ years experience
Performance Upgrades and Custom Fabrication
Racing and Track Preparation
General repairs on all makes and models
10% off parts and labour to all trillium members
upon presentation of a valid membership card.
Bavarian Motorsport Inc
1031 Toy Ave, Unit E
Pickering, ON L1W 3N9

Marshall Papadopoulos
Shop: (905) 619-8813
Cell: (647) 407-5532
bavarianmotorsportinc@gmail.com
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Welcome to Canada, eh?
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By Scott Scheuerell

Last month, 3 of my best long-time track
buddies (Jeff Jorgensen, Al Bavolek, and Marty
Rogan), and I made our way to Canadian Tire Motorsport Park for our annual track day adventure
with the Trillium Chapter of the BMW Car Club of
Canada. I am part of a group of several BMWCCA
instructors from the upper Midwest who, for fun,
pick a new world-class track to visit each year.
Years past have included Road Atlanta, VIR,
Road America, NCM, and last year’s awesome
experience at Watkins Glen with the Genevee
Valley BMW Club. (Very special thanks again to
Club President Bill O’Neill for making it a perfect
long weekend at the Glen!!)
From the start, this year’s adventure looked to
be fantastic. When you are investing a significant
amount of time and money, not to mention quite
FALL 2017 — www.trilliumbmwclub.ca

a drive just to get there, you want to do everything you can to ensure a memorable trip. We’ve
grown to expect that BMW Car Club driving
events will be safe and well organized, but from
the first e-mail I sent, Trillium exceeded even those
high expectations! I corresponded with Trillium
Chapter president, Isi Papadopolous, to iron out
all of the details and ensure the most driving fun
that could be had during our time at Mosport.
Isi answered countless emails and phone calls,
and if he didn’t know the answer quickly put me
in touch with someone who did. He is a fantastic
example of an incredible club official, friendly,
patient and committed to doing all that can be
done to help fellow members enjoy the club!
Once we got across the border, (which was
completely harmless and quick), we arrived at
the track in Bowmanville, Ontario Canada, after
our roughly 800 mile journey from the Green Bay
and Milwaukee areas of Wisconsin. Canadian

ever experienced while driving a BMW. It
helped to have the Trillium Club lend us
several of their hot-shoe instructors on
Friday to show us around the track. Even
at their “reduced driving pace”, when
these guys were pointing out visual
markers and cues, it was still spooky
fast. Special thanks to Chief Instructor
Steve Gailits and his guys for helping us!
Our group has been lucky enough to experience a number of World-Class North
American tracks, and several of them
have some serious “Oh-my-God, I-mighthave-just-peed-a-little-bit” corners or
elevation changes, but Canadian Tire
Motorsport Park was the most exciting,
demanding, and rewarding experience
of them all. Find a way to get to this track
if you enjoy driving your BMW fast!!
On behalf of our group, I would
really like to thank the Trillium Chapter
of the BMW Car Club of Canada, and
commend them on their very well
organized and incredibly fun Advanced
Drivers School. Several of their club
officials and members went out of their
way to help ensure that we had a really
memorable time, whether they were
giving us a ride and showing us the line
on the track, stopping in to see how our
day was going, or lending us tools and
even helping to wrench on our cars. All
three days we spent at Canadian Tire
Motorsport Park were awesome in every
way possible; the track, the weather, but
most of all, the people we met and the
friends that we made!!! Thanks again!
We cannot wait to come back!

Tire Motorsport Park is a beautiful
facility and the weather forecast we had
for June 9, 10, and 11 was story book
perfect. We were among the first people
there on Thursday night, and met a
super nice guy named Ray, who helped
us get set up and made us familiar with
the paddock and facilities. Come to find
out, this was actually Ray Pleasance, the
Trillium Chapter Club vice-president! Ray
and his wonderful wife were fantastic
paddock neighbors and as friendly and
helpful as they come!! Ray and Isi, even
though incredibly busy, always seemed
to be checking in on us throughout the
weekend and seeing how things were
going.
Oh yeah, driving the track... Canadian
Tire Motorsport Park was the sexiest,
scariest, fastest adrenaline rush I have
www.trilliumbmwclub.ca — FALL 2017
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The second best 400 bucks I have ever spent,
and why BMW’s M-cars still rock!
By: Isi Papadopoulos

As many of you know, I wear many hats in the world of BMW
Clubs: I am the Trillium Chapter Prez, head the marketing team
for BMWCCA Club Racing, am the Race Advisory Committee
member representing Club Racers in Canada, and I am an Instructor and Club Racer.
Only this year my race season ended before it even started
with a diagnosis of cancer. Not to worry; I am tough as an ox,
(and just as smart), and with the immune system of a mule, no
uncontrolled growth of cells is going to take me out! However,
due to the aggressive treatments and upcoming surgery, I have
chosen not to drive the race car this year. Why am I telling you
this? Well this brings me to the aforementioned 400 bucks.
You see, I am not one to sit at home and feel sorry for myself,
because of some chemo and radiation. So I attended the
BMWCCA Club Race at Calabogie in July, not as a racer, but
as a Club Racing official and helper to the stewards running
the event. Watching all my friends racing made me envious,
and standing on the sidelines was boring when I could be on
track instead…..
To relieve some of the boredom, I rented a Ferrari F430
street car for one session in the DE. That’s where the $400
went. I must say that I am spoiled having a BMW race car. The
race car is a precision machine which instantly responds to
commands – it’s a point-and-shoot machine. Too bad I cannot
say the same for the F430. This car felt like I was riding on a
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wet marshmallow, with lots of lean, no turn-in, tires that would
not respond, poor braking, and just a frustrating experience
trying to wring some decent corner speeds from this machine.
Now, compared to many street cars, this car is a good track
car. But compared to what I was used to, it was like riding on
an elephant and expecting cheetah speed and precision.
Subsequently, I drove a E92 M3 street car, and of course I
drove my trusty E46 M3 street car. Both of these cars are much
better suited to track duty and are more capable track cars
that said F430. Yes folks, BMW’s M-cars are still enthusiast
cars and can hold their own at the track! Not to belittle Ferrari,
I am told the 458 is a much better track car than the 430. But
an M-car is a great track car, at a much lower price to play.
Although I have not driven the new M3’s and M4’s on track, I
am confident that BMW has upheld its handling prowess with
these cars too.
So why do I say it’s the second best $400 I have ever spent?
Well, that evening I called my wife and told her we had just
saved $250,000. You see, I now have no incentive to ever buy
a Ferrari! So, it was a good “investment” of $400.
Now you ask, what is the best 400 bucks I have ever spent?
Simple answer – it’s paying $75 for each of my 4 boys,
several nephews, and several friends’ kids to attend the Street
Survival School! Actually, it adds up to over $1,000, but it’s still
the best money I have ever spent! Ever!

Readers’
Rides

It all started with ONE Horsepower…
www.trilliumbmwclub.ca — FALL 2017
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What piqued your interest in
vehicles?
HARRY: I remember as small children
playing in the sandy backyard because
we couldn’t afford grass. We would make
mini racetracks in the sand, and spend
hours fishtailing our Hot Wheels and
making the appropriate race car sounds. Of
note: we did this as really young kids – we’d
never seen race cars on TV or in real life so
we must have been born with a recessive
gene or two. Fast-forward 10 years: our
mechanic father built us a go-cart with an
actual steering wheel, racing seat, windows
and a roof. The cart was pushed by either
one of us. I think we almost killed each other
pushing it from the laneways where we grew
up and into traffic, but we managed to survive
and somehow negotiate the turn onto the
sidewalk at what seemed to be 100 mph. High
school was my first real exposure to motorcycles, watching with fellow students on their
monstrous 250 Suzuki X6s doing wheelies
and switching motorcycles on the roadways.
(Larry:- you pulled over for this manoeuver,
correct?)
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By Larry and Harry Grzebinski

Edito

For something a little differ
you to my twin bro, Harry. S
I know – just too muc
Harry was raised by
and I was raised by Fre

If you’ve been inst
– are you
Larry: Are you sure we grew up in the same
house? I remember playing in the sand but I
think the Hot Wheels were actually cat turds.
The go-cart had a real steering box with a
real bus steering wheel. The air bag was our
face. I recall Dad taking this death machine
to Burlington so we could launch it through
a stop sign at the bottom of an 18% grade.
Apparently Toronto didn’t have any “safe”
hills. We lived and so did our cousins. More
on “safe” driving later. During high school I
hooked up with another car nut, Dave, and we
started rallying. Sometimes I would drive…
sometimes I would navigate. One particular event still resonates. I was navigating in
my buddy’s Mini scorching down (gravity
helped) a hill in late spring. Apparently I
missed an instruction that mentioned we
might want to slow down a bit. Oops. At the
bottom we hit a spring runoff creek that was
a small lake. Our cars were not in the best
of shape back then: the multiple rubber
mats served as protection for the plywood
floor that prevented the passenger from
going through the rotted passenger floor.

FALL 2017 — www.trilliumbmwclub.ca

The remnants of the original floor served as
a scoop. Torrents of icy cold water flooded
in. I couldn’t get my seat belt off and Dave
couldn’t lift until we got to high ground. We
had to open the doors to let the water out. I
recall busting knuckles on our first cars. Your
Mini required a head job every weekend
and my cars need – I don’t know - clutches,
brakes, suspension, electrical or body work.
We were jacks-of-all-trades and masters of
none and in the early years our cars were
pretty much beaters. My ‘64 Rambler had a
piece of hardwood preventing the leaf spring
from penetrating further through the rotting
floor. Ingenious!!
Larry:/Harry: Bobo, our first shared car, was
a pregnant guppy of a Volvo P544 that was
absolutely flogged by us and required a valve
job that then begot pistons and rings that
then begot added pressures and forces that
begot a crankshaft that then begot a blown
rear end because it couldn’t take the added
forces . . . or was it the abuse that we gave it?
Did we mention it had racing stripes and STP
stickers that made it blistering fast!!!

Any vehicle you regret selling?
HARRY: That’s easy. My 1975 Daytona
Orange BMW R90 S. Someone has one for
sale right now for $19K.
Larry: A ’63 Corvette Stingray convertible. I did a frame off restoration and it was
just ready for paint when a change in family
dynamics required that I unload it.

or’s Intro

rent this month, allow me to introduce
Same genes, identical mirror twins.
ch to bear. Separated at birth,
y cave dwelling motorcyclists
ed Flintstone. Yabba Dabba Do.

tructed by me at the track
sure it was me???

How many cars and motorcycles so far?
HARRY: Over the years, I’ve had 60 cars
including two BMW 2002s, an X5 and a
328i wagon; 31 motorcycles - 14 have been
BMWs - and still counting. I’ve also taken my
passion for motorcycles to school, instructing
students on road and off road training.
Larry: I’ve had a few bikes too including a
V65 Sabre and a BMW 1150 RT. According to
my friends and relatives, I change my cars
more often than most. In the last decade:
three Porsches (964 911 Targa, 944 S2 and a
911 Twin Turbo), Mitsubishi Evo, BMW 540,
M3 cab, C7 Corvette and now an Audi S3
plus a track focused M3. I can’t remember

exactly how many before that but not nearly
as many as Harry the Used Car Salesman.
Why motorcycles over cars?
HARRY: I wouldn’t say I have a preference
for motorcycles, but nothing feels quite like
a motorcycle; the thrill of being at one with a
two-wheeled machine that weighs only a few
hundred pounds is one of the purest ways to
get from point A to B. or just get away from all
of the stressors. The risks involved sometimes
even heighten the enjoyment. Most if not all
motorcycles are more fuel-efficient than the
most economical car while giving mind-boggling performance at a fraction of the cost of
a high-end sports car. Motorcycles are performance bargains that offer more performance
per dollar than virtually any other vehicle.
Also, with the dual purpose adventure bike
craze spearheaded by BMW in the 80s, riders
can venture off road and explore areas not
otherwise accessible to anyone without a
Jeep.

If money were no object what would be
in your garage?
HARRY: If money were no object, there
would be a multitude of bikes in the stable,
but I believe I have my ultimate motorcycle in Bubba, my 2014 BMW GSA. It does
a variety of things extremely well, it’s comfortable, it fits me and it’s capable of touring
or exploring on paved or gravel roads, so if
I’m riding with the right bunch of enthusiasts, we can play at getting through some
difficult challenges - or just get stuck.
Larry: I’d buy a garage first. As long as I
continue to instruct at the Club, I will have
a prepared track car in my garage. Why?
Safety. It has a cage, race seats, race suspension and big, fat, sticky tires. Things happen
that are out of your control and I would
prefer to be as safe as theoretically possible.
OK, an Ariel Atom might be swell too.

Larry: Why cars over bikes? Safety. It
became a chore to get dressed for a casual
ride. Hot sunny days and I’m draped in S
& M leathers. If you’ve seen my bro at the
track he’s always decked out appropriately, including a fluorescent vest in clashing
colours - the shame. When I drove my
bikes I knew how many close calls I had.
Situational awareness prevented catastrophes but in a battle between
two wheels and four, four wheels
will win regardless of who’s right
or wrong. Today’s even more distracted drivers have amplified
this. Just sign up your kid in our
Street Survival School to see how
distracted driving affects your
reactions.
www.trilliumbmwclub.ca — FALL 2017
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5th Annual
BBBST/BMW Trillium Club

A Day at the Track

What a wonderful opportunity for the kids and the adults. It was a great day! I loved seeing all the kids coming out of the cars with
big smiles and windblown hair. My kids had an awesome time. Thank you so much to the BMW club for giving the kids of Big Brothers
Big Sisters such a cool experience. The generosity of the drivers and the club members was unbelievable from the yummy lunch, to the
painting of the car to the laps in the cars around the track. This was a once in a lifetime event that we got to experience and will
give the kids memories to last forever. Thank you so much to everyone for letting us participate and for BBBS of Toronto for organizing.
What your organization does for its “littles” is something truly amazing. — Jennifer, Troy and Shelby
16 CONTACT
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Dennis (Big) “ So how was that?”
Brayden (Little) “Awesome!”(Almost bouncing out of his seat)
Dennis (Big) “Are you sure about that?”
Brayden (Little) “Awesome, awesome, awesome, awesome”
...And so it continued all the way back from Bowmanville.
Thanks for making both our days!

— Dennis and Brayden

We had the most amazing time. Liam’s
grandpa came with us and went around the
track...he said he was so scared...it was like
being on the scariest Rollercoaster! Liam
said he was doing over 300 mph! lol

— Pam and Liam

Big Brothers Big Sisters is the leading child and youth mentoring charity
in Canada. For over 100 years we have facilitated life-changing relationships that inspire and empower at-risk children and youth in communities across the country; from the aboriginal community, members of the
LGBTQ community, hearing impaired and those dealing with autism and
ADHD. Many of our children & youth live within 4 square blocks and aren’t
exposed to opportunities.
Through partners like BMW Trillium Club we are able to offer children
and their mentors the opportunity to have unique experiences like riding
around a track in a race car or best yet a ride in a school bus on the track.
Even the Bigs were allowed to drive their cars in the Parade Lap. The car
painting opportunity was phenomenal — the smiles on the faces says it
all!
While this event is fun for those who participated, there are many more
children and youth waiting to be matched with a volunteer mentor who
they can share these types of experiences with. There is a real shortage
of “Bigs,” especially male mentors! Being a Big Brother or Big Sister
means having the opportunity to share experiences with a child or youth
in need of a positive role model and friend. The commitment is 1 to 2
hours per week depending on the program and there are many different
types of mentoring opportunities available.

Both Ashley and I had a blast. So great for
us girls to experience this event it helps us
break out of our shell and in this case at over
200km/hour! So amazing I would recommend to
anyone!
— Roberta and Ashley

We thank the BMW Club for their partnership and
encourage the readers to find out more about
becoming a Big Brother or Big Sister in their local
community:

www.bigbrothersbigsisters.ca
www.trilliumbmwclub.ca — FALL 2017
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To the race car drivers, thank you for
creating a day in which our Littles will
remember their whole life? How awesome
is it to be able to go over 180 km an hour
and not get in to trouble for it!
— Margaret Ayres

The BMW Event was a really memorable experience
for us. My Little LOVES cars and was able to do a
couple laps in one of his dream cars. He was really
excited afterwards and said that this was the best
Big Brothers event so far. Thanks to everyone who
organized, all the drivers and helpful volunteers. It
was an incredible opportunity!
— Graham and Lucas

18 CONTACT
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Grayson loved everything. He especially enjoyed browsing
all the different parked cars, with the variety of colours
and styles. He loved his time around the track with his
driver. He got to push a special button that made the car
go faster. You know guys and their buttons!
— Dan and Grayson

Making your first experience
at a BMW club
high performance driving
school a success!

by Steve Gailits

You’ve made the decision to try a high performance driving school –
great choice!! To make it an experience to remember, and hopefully get
you returning for many more, here are a few tips to help:
1. Read all the literature sent to you by the club.
2.	Ensure that the technical inspection report of your car has been completed
by a licensed mechanic. (Key points: brake fluid replacement within
previous 6 months and brake pad thickness of at least 50% on all wheels).
3. 	Consider weather conditions and bring appropriate clothing for rain, cold
or sunny weather. (Note: no short pants or sandals allowed while driving).
4.	Check time and location for registration and first general meeting – these
are mandatory and failure to be on time may result in loss of your first track
session.
5.	Ensure all loose items in the car, (floor, back seat, trunk) are removed prior
to your track day.
6.	Try to make contact with your instructor prior to the event to work out easy
identifiers to help find each other (i.e. colour of his/her car, where he/she
would be parked).
7.	Provide a list of any modifications or performance improvements done to
your car to your instructor.
8.	Talk to your instructor about tire pressures and make sure your wheel bolts
have been properly torqued (tire pressure should be increased to ensure
better handling of the car on the track).
9.	Remember the high performance driving school includes dinner at the
event centre and an opportunity to meet other participants.
10.	Take part in the track walk at the end of the day conducted by Derek
Hanson, Chief Instructor, to see and understand elevation changes, pitch
of the track and know the track better for your next day.
Remember to ask questions, your instructor is there to guide you through
the two days. And, as you learn the limits of your car and become a
better driver – have fun!!

Four-Time
North American
C-Modified
Champions

BMW Service,
Modification & Motorsport
Driver Coaching
and Race Prep

Motorsport Dealer
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Custom Chromalloy cages
& half-cages
Complete chassis fabrication &
setup
Engine building - street, track &
race
AiM digital dashboards
& data loggers
Brakes - AP Racing, Pagid & PFC
Carbon fiber & composite parts
Safety - seats, harnesses
& nets
APEX race wheels - slicks &
tires
Aero - wings, splitters
& diffusers
AMSOIL lubricants

www.ravenperformance.com
905-477-1800
www.trilliumbmwclub.ca — FALL 2017
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Mosport Club Race Aug 4-6, 2017
by Isi Papadopoulos and Allan Lewis

20 racers attended the race at
Canadian Tire Motorsport Park the
weekend of Aug 4-6. The Mosport track
is challenging and intimidating at the best
of times, but this weekend a stalled cold
front dished out sunny weather, torrential
rain and everything in between, making
it even more intimidating! This resulted in
a number of situations with drivers stuck
on a damp track with slicks.
The event was held in concert with
PCA Upper Canada Region, and there
were 4 race groups: BMWCCA CR, PCA
red group, PCA yellow group, and the
Cayman GT4 Club Sport group. Race
fans enjoyed 3 full days of racing!
This BMWCCA Club Race event was a
National points event, consisting of four
races - the feature race worth double
points. CM, IP and IS racers dominated
the classes, with a JP, HS, HP and
a visiting M235iR from the Canadian
Touring Car Series filling out the field.
Friday’s race started dry, but after
a few laps, a gentle drizzle started.
Not enough to really wet the track, but
enough to reduce traction somewhat.
It illustrated which drivers were most
confident in reduced traction situations.
Allan Lewis (CM 251) started on the pole,
followed by Amir Farahmand (CM 025)
and Peter Carroll (CM 321). When the
drizzle started, Farahmand was able to
pass Lewis. Dimoff, who came from the
6th starting position, had no trouble in
the conditions and made his way through
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the cars in front to catch Farahmand. The
two of them swapped positions a couple
of times, but by the time the race ended,
Farahmand kept the lead and won the
race. Matt Noonan (IP 70) was victorious
in IP, and Dan March (IS 116) in IS.
A separate qualifying session was
held on Saturday, setting the grid for
the first race. Lewis was again on pole.
Farahmand was outside pole, with
Marshall Papadopoulos (CM 511) and
Carroll in the second row. A short shower
went through just before the race, but
not enough to warrant wet tires. As a
result, the majority of the cars started
on slicks. Turns 3 through 6 were pretty
treacherous at the start of the race, and
a few cars actually spun on the pace
lap! Lewis lost a few positions on the
start, with everyone pussy-footing it on
eggshells through the wet bottom half
of the track. Farahmand was in the lead,
with Dimoff in chase, and Jeff Kingsley
(ST 16) in third. As the race proceeded
and slowly dried, the pace picked up.
Lewis was able to make up one of the
positions, passing Kingsley. Dimoff had
to pull out of the race early with a splitter
problem, but Lewis was not able to catch
Farahmand. In IP, this time it was Mike
Cookson (IP 125) who took the class
win, and in IS, March once again won.
The second race on Saturday was
the feature race and was gridded based
on fastest lap from the earlier race on
Saturday. Lewis had the fastest lap,

FALL 2017 — www.trilliumbmwclub.ca

putting him on the pole again. For this
race, Mother Nature was more friendly
and it was dry the entire session.
Lewis was able to lead from the start
and won, also getting the fastest lap
which would qualify him for the pole
for Sunday’s race. Following Lewis was
Carroll, Farahmand, Papadopoulos and
Colin Moock (CM 256). Kingsley in the
M235iR car finished 6th overall. In the
IP class, the lead was hotly contested
with Cookson coming out on top, with
Dennis Pippy (IP 100) crossing the finish
line right on Cookson’s rear bumper,
followed closely by Noonan and Greg
Teese (IP 067). The IS class was also a
very exciting group to watch with all the
cars running bumper to bumper. March
crossed the finish line first, followed
closely by Francois Metivier (IS 514),
Charlie Benoit (IS 003) and Carl Coscia
(IS 121).
The field for Sunday’s race was
smaller than on Saturday as a few racers
had to leave early. Weather was perfect
- sunny and low 70’s. Once again Lewis
was on the pole. This time Carroll started
outside pole, and Farahmand in third.
Carroll was able to take the lead into
turn 2, but Lewis took the place back on
the back straight. Lewis was able to pull
away slowly, while Farahmand caught
up to Carroll and passed him in turn 1
on lap 5. A couple of turns later they
came upon a stranded Moock who had
spun in Turn 3 as a result of a suspen-

sion failure. A full course caution came
out in order to pick up Moock, and the
field was bunched up behind the pace
car, with Lewis, Farahmand and Carroll
leading the field. When the green came
back out, Farahmand was able to stick to
Lewis’ bumper through Turns 3 through
5. Lewis was able to pull away on the
back straight, but Farahmand would

catch up again in Turn 3. This sequence
repeated itself for a few laps until Lewis
could get his tires working again and
extend a definitive lead and eventually
win the race. Behind Farahmand, the
trio of Carroll, Papadopoulos and Dimoff
had a good race. Cookson once again
took IP, and March made it a sweep for
the weekend, taking the IS class win in

all four races.
The event was a thrill for the fans to
watch, with tight lap times in each class,
making for close racing indeed.
Officials at the event were David
Brown (comp), Steve Capello (tech) and
Roland Nieves (timing). Also attending
were Dean Croucher (National Comp
Steward) and Meredith Croucher.
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Ignas
Phil

Phil vs. Nurburgring
By Phil White (“The Wise”).

I’ve been known to say “It’s not the cars, it’s the people”
It should have read “It’s not the people, it’s the cars”
I’m sorry if the readers thought that I’d gone soft!
Anyway, this time I may have something interesting for you.
In 2016, I visited the Nurburgring in Germany, for a few days. Since it is the longest (21
km per lap), fastest and most dangerous race track in the world, I thought
“Why not”! Since then, I have driven the Nurburgring every year, and it is now a tradition!
OK folks, stay with the tour.
I have made this a two part article for a reason (A secret reason).
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welcome to

PART 1

Sat. 5th Aug. 2017.
I flew from Toronto to Amsterdam (Stop
over). Red light district appealing, but this
time, sorry girls - I’m on a mission.

Sun. 6th Aug. 2017.
Arrived Frankfurt airport. Went to car
rental and waited in line to acquire the
reserved BMW 2 series. It was not there.
It felt like a Jerry Seinfeld episode.
However, they did find a manual
“cabriolet” BMW at the other terminal.
I went with it; Although, I really do prefer
metal between the road and my head.
Interesting car. Not my cup of tea. The
entertainment/navigation system was all
in German. You could choose to have it
displayed in English. The instructions for
changing it to English, were in German.
Who said that the Germans don’t have a
sense of humour?
I made the two hour drive along the
autobahn, from the airport to my hotel,
22 km north of Nurburg. Sections had no
speed limit! Great ... except, that they are
constantly interrupted by 130 km, 100
km, 80 km, 60 km limits. I gave up and
just doodled along at Toronto speeds.
I arrived at “Hotel am Rossberg”
(on route #257, just by Altenahr) in the
evening and surprisingly, it had “room
sized” rooms, clean and bright, with a
balcony overlooking a forest.
The owner, Frank, showed me the bar,
gave me the price list, and left to walk
his dog.
I like him. I like him a lot.

Mon. 7th Aug. 2017.
Day off to relax. I drove around and reacquainted myself with Nurburg, the Nordschleife track and the beautiful countryside. I stopped off at the race car rental
location in Kelberg (10 minute drive south
of Nurburg) called “Ring Freaks”, to meet
the owner, Ignas. I later met his good
friend “Dovis” and the talented mechanic
“Peter”. They are all from Lithuania. They
really, really know cars! “Ring Freaks” is
owned and operated by race car fanatics.
They rent the very same race cars that
they race ... and win. Some other renters
may only put a racing seat in their cars
and call it a race car.
So; better cars, better prices and great
people.

Ignas and Peter
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Readers’
Rides
If you’re reading this, odds are you like, (and in
some cases love), cars. We all have our individual
stories and Contact is looking for cars to profile.
First car? Project car? A car that you’ve kept on
life support way too long.

Have an interesting story? Send an email to editor@trilliumbmwclub.ca

Driver Training That Saves Lives
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Tues. 8th Aug. 2017
On weekdays, the Nordschleife track
cost is 25 euro ( $37 Cdn. per lap).
At weekends, the cost is 30 euro ( $45
Cdn. per lap).
Discounts for multiple laps.
Buy a plastic ticket card at the ticket
office (They speak English).
Drive to the entry barrier and swipe
your plastic to open the barrier.
You have now entered “Nirvana”, also
known as “The Green Hell”.
After each lap, slow down and swipe
your card again. Bankruptcy awaits.
I did 5 laps and it was wet and greasy.
Challenging.
I even followed some of my own advice.

Wed. 9th Aug. 2017
I doodled around the area all day
and got to the track early evening. The
weather was clear and dry. I did 5 laps
and then went for a beer and meal with
Ignas at the local track hangout, close by.
The “PistonKlausse” is full of “Trackies”
and has steak on hot volcanic rock. You
cook it yourself, the way you like it.
The waitress did not leave me a tip, but
did bring a very large bill, luckily belonging
to another table.

Thurs. 10th Aug.
I have absolutely no idea what I did
today.

Fri. 11th Aug. 2017
Nordschleife track closed for an Old
Timer event. I hope to qualify some day.
So, what to do? I decided to drive to
Belgium.
I arrived at Spa Francochamp race
track three hours later.
It is a one and a half hour drive.
Apparently the Belgiums do not
approve of road number signage. In fact,
when approaching a “Y” junction with
roads of equal importance, diverging at
equal angles…….. the only signage was
an arrow, pointing in each direction. Very
Helpful!
The weather was wet. I walked through
the tunnel under the entry to the famous
corner “Eau Rouge” and passed the “
Eau Rouge Drivers Club” building. It was
locked. I did not have a key. I am not a
member. Invitation lost in the mail...
It was a motorbike track event, so did
not employ my full attention.

I did invest in a cappuccino at the
nearby cafe. It had all the attributes of
a cup of coffee, yet all the expense of a
Toronto mortgage.
I returned to Nurburg on the German
side, but apparently took the scenic
route, as the return trip took longer than
the initial foray.
I returned to the hotel and took up
residence in the bar.
Location of owner/bartender unknown.
I left money and a note, to establish my
presence and consumption. Overnight,
both disappeared.
I’m really getting attached to the owner,
Frank.

Saturday. 12th August 2017.
“A day that will live in infamy”.
It was a dark and stormy day. I tell you
my friends, the Gods were angry.
Nordschleife track open between 1
and 7pm.
In the morning I decided to explore the
local countryside and met some interesting people.
I found out that there is a large Astronomical Radio Telescope just 30 minutes
north of Nurburg (see photo). It is west off
main north/south road #257, just north of
Dumpelfeld. Small roads lead to Obliers,
Plittersdorf and finally Effelsberg. Look for
small signs, or ask. Park near Café and 5

min. walk to Max Plank Installation. Sorry
to bore the disinterested! See photo.
WOW!
Now, I arrived at the Nordschleife
track with the BMW e36, and during the
afternoon did 4 wet and slippery laps,
under dull light, and a grey and wet sky.
I then hung out with Ignas and his good
friend Dovis, near the “Devils Diner” at
the track.
About 4 pm Dovis decided to ride with
me for a lap and so we set off. Wisely, he
did suggest that I not try to impress him
with my non-existent talent. I said that I
had enough experience to fully understand his request, and complied.
We sailed around the track like a ballet
dancer.
I have never done ballet.
Now, there are 154 corners comprising the Nordschleife track (or 71 corners
if you believe the mathematically inept).
Some of the corners look very similar.
Trees, asphalt, plain metal Armco barriers
etc. It is possible that one corner may be
mistaken for another, especially near the
end of the day.
Oops, I’m running out of space. I hope
that you will join me for the concluding
episode.
Part 2 will continue in the Winter Edition
Stay Tuned!
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Contact Magazine for Trillium Members
and your membership renewal
IF YOU HAVE NOT already renewed your
membership, you are encouraged to renew now.

To renew your membership, please go to the Club’s NEW web site

www.trilliumbmwclub.ca

BMW Club of Canada Trillium Chapter
publishes Contact magazine 4 times each year.
The magazine is mailed to all members whose
membership is current.

If you had a username and password
on the old web site, they will not work
on the new site, so just click “join the
club” and enter all the required information.

Please renew your membership ASAP
to ensure you receive subsequent issues,
invitations to social events and to be eligible for
BMW parts and lifestyle discounts, along with
the other benefits provided by the Club. The
membership dues fund the publication of the
magazine.

If you already have a user name and
password on the new site, hold the
mouse over “membership” and click
on “renew an existing membership”
and follow the directions.

All memberships end in December of the
year you renew (unless you have renewed for
2 or more years). Memberships do not continue
through to the anniversary date of when you
join/renew, they end in December. There is no
advantage in waiting until your first driving event
to renew, it is better to renew now; it ensures
continuity in your membership.

Discount structures at
Pfaff BMW and Policaro BMW
for Trillium members

Your Trillium
membership
card and why
you need it

Trillium members will receive a discount at Pfaff BMW and
Policaro BMW as follows:

Isidore Papdopoulos
Once you have renewed
Member # MNO-0200
your membership for
Expiry Date: 02 12 2018
2017, you will receive a
member
membership card in the
mail a few weeks later.
Bring this card with you to all events, whether driving
related or social. The Club’s insurance requires that
all participants be current members of the Club.

sample

20%

DISCOUNT

ON

PARTS

10%

DISCOUNT

ON

LIFESTYLE
PRODUCTS

Also, the Club has arranged discounts for parts and
BMW Lifestyle products at some BMW dealerships in
the GTA and at some third-party performance shops.
You will need to show a valid Trillium membership
card to qualify for the discount.

To receive parts and BMW lifestyle products discounts, simply
go to the parts counter and present your valid membership card.

See web site for details on discounts.

This discount is over and above the best deal you can work
out with the dealership. To apply for this discount, you must
be a member for at least 12 consecutive months, and have
completed the form available on the web site.

e.g.: 10% off ECU tunes at Eurocharge with valid
membership card.
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Trillium members will also receive an additional 2% discount
on new BMW cars – does not apply to M2 and M4GTS.
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rethink M

416-398-0909

Photo Credit: Radu Caracaleanu

BMW IS OUR PASSION.
At Pfaff, we’ve built a community of
people who love to own, drive, race and be
inspired by great cars. We don’t just sell
cars; we deliver extraordinary automotive
experiences – in every showroom, on

pfaffbmw.com
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the road, and on the track. If you drive or
aspire to a BMW, visit us and experience
the exceptional service and passion for
performance Pfaff has become famous for.

